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This presentation contains forward-looking statements, which offer no guarantee with regard to future 
performance. These statements are made on the basis of management’s views and assumptions 
regarding future events and business performance at the time the statements are made. They are 
subject to risks and uncertainties including, but not confined to, future global economic conditions, 
exchange rates, legal provisions, market conditions, activities by competitors and other factors outside 
Sonova’s control. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize or should underlying 
assumptions prove incorrect, actual outcomes may vary materially from those forecasted or expected. 
Each forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of the particular statement, and Sonova 
undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements, except as 
required by law. 
This presentation constitutes neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation to buy any securities. This 
presentation does not constitute an offering prospectus within the meaning of Article 652a of the Swiss 
Code of Obligations nor a listing prospectus within the meaning of the listing rules of SIX Swiss 
Exchange. 
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Key highlights

CHF 1,070m
-20.9% in LC

+4-8%
growth in LC

in 2H 2020/21

CHF 174.3m
margin of 16.3%

Sales EPS (adj.)

EBITA (adj.)

Sales outlook

Phonak Paradise

A new paradigm in hearing 
aid sound quality

Innovation

CHF 1.97
-29.1% in LC

+20-30%*
growth in LC

in 2H 2020/21

EBITA outlook

5

Note: adj. refers to 1H 2020/21 figures adjusted for restructuring costs of CHF 21.9 million (1H 2019/20: CHF 15.5 million) and damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics of 
CHF 99.0 million (1H 2019/20: one-time positive transition impacts of the Swiss tax reform in of CHF 154.3 million); see slide 12 for details
* EBITA guidance excludes restructuring costs in both 2H 2019/20 and 2H 2020/21 as well as one-time costs and returns for credit related to the voluntary field corrective action in the CI segment in 2H 2019/20
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Summary 1H 2020/21

► Solid performance in light of COVID-19 – Successful execution on growth and productivity initiatives

‒ Sales of CHF 1,069.6 million (-20.9% in LC) – close to PY in 2Q, HSD growth in September
‒ EBITA (adj.) of CHF 174.3 million – down -28.5% in LC, -37.6% in CHF (FX headwind: CHF 25.5 million)
‒ Good EBITA margin (adj.) of 16.3% (-190bps in LC) in light of lower sales – 2Q well above prior year period
‒ EPS (adj.) down -29.1% in LC to CHF 1.97

‒ Sales of CHF 83.1 million (-33.8% in LC) – improvement in 2Q but recovery flattening out in recent months
‒ Slower market recovery as hospitals continue to operate at reduced volumes
‒ Headwind from Feb-2020 voluntary field corrective action, continued progress on mitigation measures

‒ Sales of CHF 378.7 million (-23.8% in LC) – returning to MSD growth September
‒ Lead generation stepped back up in June – share of new customers getting closer to pre-COVID level
‒ Network streamlining underway – transfer of customer database to nearby store to protect revenues
‒ Further driving omni-channel strategy – market entry in China and broader roll-out of webstores

‒ Sales of CHF 607.8 million (-16.7% in LC) – strong pick up in momentum with MT growth in September
‒ Launch of Phonak Paradise platform – strong initial demand and good conversion to Phonak Paradise
‒ Driving sustained market outperformance through commercial execution and continued innovation

Group

Hearing 
Instruments

Audiological Care

Cochlear 
Implants

Note: adj. refers to figures adjusted for restructuring costs and damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics
MSD: mid single-digit; HSD: high single-digit; MT: mid-teens
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Reasons to invest in Sonova

► Strong fundamentals and attractive growth potential remain intact

STRONG FINANCIALS

ATTRACTIVE MARKET

‒ Attractive secular growth drivers
‒ Low penetration rate in both HI & CI
‒ Relative resilience to economic cycles
‒ Continued potential to innovate “Better Hearing”
‒ Opportunity to elevate hearing aids 

to become a “healthy living companion”

LEADING MARKET POSITION

‒ Leading positions in key market segments 
‒ Unique vertically integrated business model
‒ Broadest most advanced product offering
‒ Global and differentiated distribution network

‒ Attractive margin with further upside
‒ Strong balance sheet
‒ Solid free cash flow and low tax rate
‒ Proactive and agile cost management
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Broadest and most advanced hearing care product offering

Hearing Instruments
▪ Behind-The-Ear hearing instruments (BTE)

▪ Wireless systems

▪ Custom In-The-Ear hearing instruments (ITE)

▪ Hearing protection

▪ Wireless communication systems

▪ Invisible extended-wear hearing instruments

▪ Cochlear implants

Cochlear Implants

Audiological Care
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Performance history

► Solid growth in sales and EBITA in recent years

FY 2015/16 FY 2016/17 FY 2017/18 FY 2018/19 FY 2019/20 CAGR 5Y

Sales growth reported +1.8% +15.6% +10.4% +4.4% +5.6% +7.5%

Sales growth in LC +5.8% +15.3% +9.0% +4.1% +8.7% +8.5%

Organic sales growth in LC +2.2% +4.3% +3.8% +4.9% +8.1% +4.6%

EBITA Margin (adj.) +20.8% +20.1% +20.8% +21.5% +21.2% N/A
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EBITA (adj.)
in CHF million
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Unique vertically integrated business model – Focused on customer value 

► Covering the whole value chain from product to the consumer

PRODUCTS SUPPLY CHAIN DISTRIBUTION CUSTOMERS
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The hearing care market – Attractive size and growth potential 

► Sonova – #1 position in the overall hearing care market

# 1 in the hearing care market# 2/3 in the CI market

CI MANUFACTURERS

~ CHF 1.5 bn (~ 65k units)
Market CAGR: ~5-10%

# 1 in the HI market # 2 in the retail market

HI MANUFACTURERS

~ CHF 6.5 bn (~ 16.5m units)
Market CAGR: ~3-5%

HI RETAILERS

~ CHF 11 bn value added
Market CAGR: ~3-5% 

HEARING CARE MARKET

~ CHF 19 bn
Market CAGR: ~4-5%
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Evolving consumer and customer expectations and needs

► Sonova’s opportunity: Innovation leadership to elevate consumer and customer journey

Continuous innovation in:
• Audiological performance
• Comfort and fit
• Connectivity and apps
• Added functionalities

Driving change by demanding: 
• Continued advancement of 

hearing performance
• Flexible, omnichannel service 

engagement models
• Broader benefits of hearing aids
• HCP support for key interactions 

over full consumer journey

Adapting the service model to:
• Build broader marketing and service capabilities
• Adapt to increasing importance of digital and segment specific needs
• Broaden offering to solutions beyond hearing aids

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES

CHANGING EXPECTATIONS

Cu
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Strategic pillars

► Our strategy remains unchanged and has proven to be effective throughout the COVID-19 pandemic

Continuous process 
improvement & structural 

optimization

Leverage M&A
to accelerate growth 

strategically

Lead innovation in audiological 
& consumer experience

Expand and optimize 
omni-channel audiological care 

network

Extend reach through 
multi-channel partnerships 
& commercial excellence

Invest in high growth 
developing markets
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Implement consistent platform approach for HI & CI – Example Phonak

► Driving strong product pipelines – Gross R&D spending > CHF150 million
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Innovation framework

► Driving innovation to elevate hearing aids to become healthy living companions 

• Hearing in noise and over distance
• Natural sound
• First time fit
• Automatic adaptation to the environment
• …

• Balance monitoring
• Tinnitus therapy
• Vital signs monitoring
• … 

Healthy 
living 

companion 

• Size, aesthetics, handling
• Rechargeability
• Reliability
• …

• Remote control
• Sound streaming
• Hands-free phone calls
• Remote support
• Speech to text
• ...
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Our most recent product launches

► Sonova continues to advance its innovative product portfolio

Virto™ Black Marvel 

Designed to blur the lines 
between a hearing aid 

and a hearable

Audéo™ Paradise 
A new paradigm in hearing aid sound 
quality coupled with industry-leading 

wireless technology. 

Naída™ CI Marvel and Sky CI™ 
Marvel sound processors*

Wearers of all ages benefit from the 
breakthrough Marvel hearing 

technology

4Q-19/20

1Q-20/21

2Q-20/21

2Q-20/21
3Q-20/21

Discover Next platform 
Enhanced listening experience with new 

Soft speech lift and Spectral Speech

EXCITE Pro platform
Enhanced hearing experience coupled 

with advanced wireless featuresNote: approved in the US and Canada, pending approval in other markets
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Example: Phonak Audéo™ Paradise launched in August 2020 

► Designed with a clear focus on delivering an excellent sound experience for consumers

Universal connectivity

• New sound processing chip - PRISM™

• New motion sensor

• New APD 2.0

• New AutoSense OS™ 4.0

• Speech Enhancer

• Dynamic Noise Cancellation

• Motion Sensor Hearing

Personalized digital solutions

• Connects to smartphones, TV & more

• MFA

• Multiple Bluetooth® connections

• New Tap Control for easy access 
to Bluetooth functionalities

• New Hearing Screener 2.0

• New myPhonak 4.0 app

• Hearing Diary 2.0

• AudiogramDirect (Remote Support)

• Remote Control 

• New Client Dashboard 2.0

Unrivaled sound quality



Expand and optimize omni-channel AC network
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More than 3,300 points of sales and 7,000 employees

► No. 2 global provider with significant growth runway

‒ A leading global platform of more than 
3,300 points of sales

‒ More than 7,000 employees in Sonova 
Audiological Care across 20 markets

‒ High concentration of networks in 
Europe with over 2,600 stores in 13 
countries

‒ More than CHF 1bn revenues in 
FY19/20

‒ Active in eCommerce for accessories 
in 11 markets today

‒ Omni-channel journey initiated or in 
development in majority of the 
countries



Expand and optimize omni-channel AC network
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Touchpoints offered pre- and post-sale through a multitude of channels

► Omni-channel approach is key to fulfilling consumers’ evolving requirements

Self

Online

HCP

Distant support

eScreener

Remote

Support
Hearing

DiaryDigital lead 

generation

eAssessment

eBooking

Awareness Counseling Fitting Trial Use

# of consumer 
interactions1 2-3 1-2 1-4 1-4 p.a.1-2

Expert 

centers

Benefits to consumers

‒ Increase demand and customer satisfaction (loyalty)

‒ Ensure business continuity even during lockdowns

‒ Leverage opportunity to optimize brick & mortar store network

‒ Be a first mover and display innovation leadership

‒ 24/7 service, 365 days/year even during lockdown

‒ Increased choice and comprehensive flexibility between channels

‒ Social distancing easily possible

‒ Significantly reduced need to leave home

Benefits to AC and Sonova



Expand and optimize omni-channel AC network
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Example World of Hearing: Flagship stores as regional centers of expertise, leveraging satellite stores’ referrals

► A successful start now followed by a rapid expansion

~3Y

Reduced lead time Younger customers Increased average sales price

Customers can view and 

understand their different HI 

choices and experience 

them instantly in life like 

situations

~20%

Premium experience and 

elevated value proposition 

reflect in higher achieved 

average sales price

>10%

Open and low barrier 

environment  attracts  

younger age group with 

active lifestyle

Several builds 
in progress

2018

4 openings 
realized

2020+Present

Concept 
launch 

Scale 
globally



Extend reach through commercial excellence
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Driving growth beyond product innovation (example HI business, also deployed in CI business)

► Grow customer base through better coverage and commercial execution

Enabling sustainable 
market share gains

Three workstreams

‒ Current focus on key markets

‒ Processes and learnings to be 
standardized for global deployment

Sales excellence: Improving funnel 
management and targeting to 
increase # of visits/rep and to target 
segments with biggest growth 
potential

Sales coverage:  Right size territories 
and expand feet on the street where 
growth potential exists

Marketing excellence: Improving B2B 
marketing to increase market 
visibility and ability to drive segment 
specific campaigns

‒ Elevating commercial execution to drive 
market penetration

‒ Driving growth beyond product launches 
and innovation

Rollout plan

1

2

3



Invest in high growth developing markets
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Example: Entering the Chinese market with omni-channel proposition

► WeChat and T-Mall presence enables us to reach millions of customers through the apps they use daily

> 0.4b bn 
transactions daily 
on WeChat mini 

programs

Multi-purpose 
messaging, social 
media and mobile 

payment app

The largest B2C 
eCommerce 

platform for brands

Captures > 50% of 
all B2C eCommerce 

in China

Part of Alibaba 
Group, the world’s 

largest eCommerce 
company

> 500 million active 
users

WeChat app as THE portal to an omni-
channel journey: screening, appointment 
booking, eStore

Between June and December 2020:

‒ >5m clicks on World of Hearing 
WeChat Account

‒ Leading follower base in the industry 
with >160k registered followers

Already 2 major retail partners on board

Flagship store launched on T-Mall, 
ensuring access to partner’s 320 retail 
stores

T
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b
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More than 1 bn 
daily commercial 

transactions

Used by >1.3 bn 
Chinese on a daily 

basis
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Harvest cost savings opportunities by driving structural optimization

► Initiatives on track – Run rate cost savings at end of 1H around half of the year-end target

Footprint

Processes 
& Organization

Economics

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Reduction of rooftops ✓ ✓✓ ✓

Satellite support & warehouses, 
consolidation of sites

Streamlining of AC POS ✓✓ 200-300 POS, largely sales neutral

Operations site improvement ✓ ✓✓
Supply chain consolidation, 
logistics network optimization

Back office, shared services & CoE ✓ ✓ ✓✓ Finance, IT and sales back office

Span of Control ✓ Leadership efficiency opportunities

Restructuring costs (CHFm) 11.5 18.6 40-60
 Attractive ROI of measures by 

leveraging attrition in 1H
Run-rate benefit (CHFm) 7 10 50-70



Leverage M&A to accelerate growth strategically
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Acquisitions in the area of AC bolt-ons and novel retail & distribution formats

► M&A supports our strategy to extend our differentiated Audiological Care network

Bolt-ons Blamey Saunders hears

‒ Australian omnichannel hearing aid 
retailer with a distinctive blended 
service model 

‒ Addressing younger customers

‒ Acquired in April 2019

‒ Leading French online provider of 
batteries and accessories for hearing 
aid users

‒ Strong customer database offers 
significant marketing and cross-selling 
opportunities

‒ Acquired in February 2019

‒ Continuation of bolt-on acquisitions to 
expand and optimize our differentiated 
Audiological Care network

‒ Target remains to add 2-3% incremental 
sales p.a. in AC

Audilo
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Corporate Responsibility is integrated in our business and culture 

► Major rating agencies confirm Sonova’s industry-leading ESG performance 

Status: Prime (C+ or better)

B AA

As of 08/2020, Sonova 
received an MSCI ESG 
Rating of AA.

Low Risk Member

Status: Member DJSI 
world (72 or better) and 
DJSI Europe (64 or better)

Sonova ESG ratings

Percentile

Scoring: 1-100

97th

78
THE USE BY SONOVA OFANY MSCI ESG RESEARCH LLC OR ITS AFFILIATES (“MSCI”) DATA, 
AND THE USE OF MSCI LOGOS, TRADEMARKS, SERVICE MARKS OR INDEX NAMES HEREIN, 
DO NOT CONSTITUTE A SPONSORSHIP, ENDORSEMENT, RECOMMENDATION, OR 
PROMOTION OF SONOVA BY MSCI. MSCI SERVICES AND DATA ARE THE PROPERTY OF MSCI 
OR ITS INFORMATION PROVIDERS, AND ARE PROVIDED ‘AS-IS’ AND WITHOUT WARRANTY. 
MSCI NAMES AND LOGOS ARE TRADEMARKS OR SERVICE MARKS OF MSCI. Last update: 07/2020 Last update: 11/2020Last update: 11/2020
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► Transforming our business strategy by expanding of our access to consumers

Vertically integrated

Developer & manufacturer

Ensure best 
consumer experience

Provide 
best products

Offer broadest 
channel presenceV

a
lu

e

Digitization & 
expansion of 

consumer access

Time 
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The four pillars of growth and our mid-term targets

► Mid-term guidance remains valid post normalization of the COVID-19 pandemic impact

Notes: *excluding FX impact; refers to mid-term period post the impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic and the related base effect

EPS growth

EBITA growth

Organic growth

Market growth

Gain market 
share

Create 
shareholder 

value

Expand 
profitability

Sales CAGR*: 
+5-7% p.a.

(organic: +4-6%; M&A: ~+1%)

EBITA CAGR*: 
+7-11% p.a.

Market CAGR*:
+4-5%p.a. Mid-term targets:
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Sonova Group – Financial highlights

‒ Sales of CHF 1,069.6 million
‒ Growth of -20.9% in LC (organic -21.1%), -25.0% in CHF (FX headwind: CHF 58.9 million)
‒ Faster than expected recovery – close to PY in 2Q with return to HSD growth in September

‒ Gross profit margin (adj.) of 69.2%, margin down -100bps in LC – strong YOY improvement in 2Q
‒ EBITA (adj.) of CHF 174.3 million, down -28.5% in LC, margin down -190bps in LC 
‒ 2Q EBITA margin (adj.) well above prior year period – good progress on optimization initiatives & cost control
‒ EPS (adj.) of CHF 1.97, down -40.6% reflecting earnings development and strong FX headwind (-29.1% in LC)

‒ Share buyback program remains suspended
‒ Net debt reduced to CHF 424.8 million, driven by positive free cash flow
‒ Strengthening financial position by bonds and US private placement totaling CHF 1 billion and stock dividend
‒ Cash and cash equivalents of CHF 1.4 billion – comfortable position to withstand market challenges

‒ Operating free cash flow (OpFCF) at CHF 252.8 million, -5.8% decrease
‒ Stable working capital versus strong improvement in the prior year period
‒ Benefit from lower taxes paid and freeze of non-essential CAPEX
‒ Positive impact of CHF 99.0 million from damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics 

Sales

Profitability 
& EPS

OpFCF

TSR & Balance 
Sheet

Note: adj. refers to figures adjusted for restructuring costs and damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics; HSD: high single-digit
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Sonova Group – Key financials – As reported and adjusted

► Strong sales and profitability in light of COVID, healthy cash flow – But significant FX headwind

1H 2019/20 1H 2020/21

∆ % in CHF ∆ % in LCCHF m Margin CHF m Margin

Sales 1,426.3 1,069.6 -25.0% -20.9%

Gross profit (adj.) 1,011.1 70.9% 740.3 69.2% -26.8% -22.0%

OPEX (adj.) 731.6 566.0 -22.6% -19.5%

EBITA (adj.) 279.5 19.6% 174.3 16.3% -37.6% -28.5%

Adjustments -15.5 77.1 NM NM

EBITA (reported) 264.0 18.5% 251.4 23.5% -4.8% 6.6%

EPS (adj. in CHF) 3.32 1.97 -40.6% -29.1%

EPS (reported in CHF) 5.55 3.25 -41.5% -33.3%

Operating free cash flow (reported) 268.5 252.8 -5.8%

ROCE 20.6%1) 17.4%

Note: adj. refers to 1H 2020/21 figures adjusted for restructuring costs of CHF 21.9 million (1H 2019/20: CHF 15.5 million) and damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics of 
CHF 99.0 million (1H 2019/20: one-time positive transition impacts of the Swiss tax reform in of CHF 154.3 million); see slide 12 for details

1) 1H 2019/20 ROCE pre IFRS 16; 1H 2020/21 pre IFRS 16: 19.2%
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Sonova Group – Overview of adjustments

1H 2020/21 Adjustments 1H 2020/21

in CHF million Reported HI segment CI segment Total Adjusted

Sales 1,069.6 - - - 1,069.6

Cost of sales -330.6 1.0 0.3 1.3 -329.3

Gross profit 739.0 1.0 0.3 1.3 740.3

Research & Development -78.3 0.0 0.2 0.2 -78.1

Sales & Marketing -384.8 16.4 0.1 16.6 -368.2

General & Administration -124.0 3.3 0.5 3.8 -120.2

Other income/(expenses) 99.5 - -99.0 -99.0 0.5

Total OPEX -487.6 19.7 -98.2 -78.4 -566.0

EBITA 251.4 20.8 -97.9 -77.1 174.3

EPS (in CHF) 3.25 0.28 -1.56 -1.28 1.97

‒ HI segment: adjustments refer to restructuring costs related to further improving the operating structure and AC streamlining

‒ CI segment: adjustments refer to restructuring costs and damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics

1 2

1

2
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Sonova Group – Sales components

► Organic growth in 1Q heavily impacted by government restrictions – Return to prior year level in 2Q

1,000

0

1,100

1,400

1,500

1,200

1,300

1H 19/20
Reported

1H 19/20
Reported

-301.6

Organic M&A 1H 20/21
LC

3.8

FX 
impact

-58.9 1,069.6

1,128.5

1,426.3

-20.9%

FX

Growth
components

-4.1% -25.0%-20.9%-21.1% +0.3%

in CHF million

OPERATIONAL
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Sonova Group – Sales by segment and sales components

► Sales recovery from COVID-19 led by HI segment – CI held back by COVID-19 and voluntary field action

1H 2019/20 1H 2020/21

CHF m
∆ % 

in CHF
∆ % 

in LC CHF m
∆ % 

in CHF
∆ % 

in LC

HI business 770.3 +10.6% +12.2% 607.8 -21.1% -16.7%

AC business 523.8 +5.3% +9.4% 378.7 -27.7% -23.8%

HI segment 1,294.1 +8.4% +11.0% 986.5 -23.8% -19.6%

CI segment 132.2 +20.9% +22.3% 83.1 -37.2% -33.8%

Total Sonova 1,426.3 +9.4% +12.0% 1,069.6 -25.0% -20.9%

∆ organic 143.3 +11.0% -301.6 -21.1%

∆ acquisitions 15.9 +1.2% 3.8 +0.3%

∆ disposals -3.2 -0.2% -

∆ FX -32.9 -2.5% -58.9 -4.1%
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Sonova Group – Sales by regions and key markets

► APAC and EMEA region leading the recovery – US lagging in part due to slower rebound at the VA

EMEA
‒ HI business: Faster than expected rebound led by DE, FR and Nordics
‒ AC business: Performance led by FR, NL and Benelux, significant headwind from the UK
‒ CI business: Sales affected by lower surgery volume and voluntary field action, particularly in DE, UK and NL

US
‒ HI business: Market share gains in the private market, held back by slower VA rebound
‒ AC business: Dynamic recovery across the network
‒ CI business: Sales heavily impacted by postponement of elective surgeries and strong competitive pressure

OTHER
‒ HI business: Early recovery in APAC led by CN, Americas held back by strong economic impact from the pandemic in BR
‒ AC business: NZ, AU outperforming, headwind from slow recovery in BR 
‒ CI business: Strong growth in CN supporting performance

1H 2019/20 1H 2020/21

CHF m ∆ % in LC % Group sales CHF m ∆ % in LC % Group sales

EMEA 738.5 +9.7% 52% 572.9 -19.1% 54%

USA 431.1 +20.3% 30% 302.3 -26.0% 28%

Americas (excl. USA) 110.9 +0.5% 8% 71.7 -26.7% 7%

Asia / Pacific 145.8 +11.5% 10% 122.8 -10.5% 11%

Total Sonova 1,426.3 +12.0% 100% 1,069.6 -20.9% 100%
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Sonova Group – EBITA components

► Strict cost control and government support limiting margin impact – 2Q in LC well above prior year period

Note: adj. refers to figures adjusted for restructuring costs and damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics 

ADJUSTMENTS
in CHF million

Margin 23.5%-1.4%19.6% -1.6% 17.7%-0.3%

OPERATIONAL FX

+7.2% 24.9%

279.5

199.8

251.4

81.6

0

50

200

100

150

250

300

1H 19/20 adjusted FX 1H 20/21
reported

-76.9

-2.7

Organic M&A 
net of divestments

1H 20/21
adj. in LC

Adjustments
in LC

1H 20/21
reported in LC

-30.0

281.4

-28.5%
Restructuring

&
AB damage award
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Sonova Group – Operating expenses excluding acquisition-related amortization

► Strict discipline in discretionary SG&A spend – Sustained investments in innovation and AC IT systems

1H 2019/20 1H 2020/21

CommentsCHF m CHF m ∆ % in CHF ∆ % in LC

Research & Development (adj.)

- in % of sales

-80.3
5.6%

-78.1
7.3%

-2.7% -1.4% ‒ Sustained commitment to invest in innovation
‒ Government support of CHF 1.8 million

Sales & Marketing (adj.)

- in % of sales

-510.0
35.8%

-368.2
34.4%

-27.8% -24.1% ‒ Strict management of discretionary spend
‒ Reduced marketing in AC and rent reduction
‒ Government support of CHF 31.3 million

General & Administration (adj.)

- in % of sales

-141.5
9.9%

-120.2
11.2%

-15.1% -12.1% ‒ Ongoing investment in IT platform for AC business
‒ Government support of CHF 5.9 million

Other income/expenses (adj.) 0.2 0.5 NM NM

Total OPEX (adj.)

- in % of sales

-731.6
51.3%

-566.0
52.9%

-22.6% -19.5%

Adjustments -14.0 78.4 NM NM ‒ 1H 2019/20: restructuring
‒ 1H 2020/21: restructuring and AB damage award

Total OPEX (reported)

- in % of sales

-745.6
52.3%

-487.6
45.6%

-34.6% -32.2%

Note: adj. refers to figures adjusted for restructuring costs and damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics; functional OPEX lines exclude acquisition-related amortization
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Sonova Group – Reported results and income taxes 

► Positive one-time impact from AB patent infringement award on reported EBIT and tax rate

77.1

13.2

180

240

30

0

120

150

210

270

PBT Underlying 
income taxes

One-time impact of 
AB damage award

1H 20/21
EBITA

Reported

Adjustment

-10.2

174.3

251.4

230.0

203.2

-21.4

1H 20/21
EBITA

Adj.

Acquisition
related

amortization

1H 20/21
EBIT

Reported

-29.8

Financial
result

Net
profit

219.8

in CHF million

Margin

∆ YOY

16.3%

-330bps

23.5%

+500bps

21.5%

+460bps

19.0%

-610bps

20.5%

+400bps

Underlying 
tax rate: 13.5%

(prior year: 13.5%)

Note: adj. refers to figures adjusted for restructuring costs and damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics 

Increase from      CHF 
5.2m in PY due to debt 

increase

In line with PY
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HI segment – Key financials – Adjusted

► Focus on commercial execution and successful launch of Paradise leading to market share gains

1H 2019/20 1H 2020/21

CHF m
∆ % 

in CHF
∆ % 

in LC CHF m
∆ % 

in CHF
∆ % 

in LC

Sales 1,294.1 +8.4% +11.0% 986.5 -23.8% -19.6%

∆ organic 119.0 +10.0% -256.9 -19.9%

∆ acquisitions 15.9 +1.3% 3.8 0.3%

∆ disposals -3.2 -0.3% - -

∆ FX -31.5 -2.6% -54.5 -4.2%

EBITA (adj.) 271.2 +11.2% +15.5% 184.3 -32.0% -22.6%

EBITA margin (adj.) 21.0% +60bps +90bps 18.7% -230bps -80bps



1H 2019/20 1H 2020/21

CHF m
∆ % 

in CHF
∆ % 

in LC CHF m
∆ % 

in CHF
∆ % 

in LC

Sales 770.3 +10.6% +12.2% 607.8 -21.1% -16.7%

∆ organic 84.5 +12.1% -129.6 -16.8%

∆ acquisitions 0.4 +0.1% 0.9 0.1%

∆ FX -11.3 -1.6% -33.8 -4.4%
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HI segment – Hearing Instruments business 

► Mid-teens growth in September driven by market recovery, strong execution and Paradise launch

‒ Elevating commercial execution driving market outperformance

‒ Continued strong competitive position of Phonak Audéo™ Marvel

‒ Strong reception of new Phonak Audéo™ Paradise platform based on next generation processing chip PRISM™ after August 2020 launch

‒ Expansion of Phonak eSolutions including AudiogramDirect, addressing the need for remote audiological care during the pandemic

‒ Introduction of new platforms at Unitron and Hansaton at the end of 1Q 2020/21
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HI segment – Audiological Care business 

► Returning to growth in September helped by market rebound – Good progress made on strategic initiatives

1H 2019/20 1H 2020/21

CHF m
∆ %
in CHF

∆ %
in LC CHF m

∆ %
in CHF

∆ %
in LC

523.8 +5.3% +9.4% 378.7 -27.7% -23.8%

∆ organic 34.5 +6.9% -127.3 -24.3%

∆ acquisitions 15.5 +3.1% 2.9 0.5%

∆ disposals -3.2 -0.6% - -

∆ FX -20.2 -4.1% -20.7 -3.9%

‒ Extensive hygiene measures implemented to enable safe in-store processes following easing of lockdown restrictions

‒ Marketing efforts stepped back up in June with share of new consumers getting closer to pre-COVID level by September

‒ Setting up a Lead Generation Factory in Europe to create comprehensive digital and call center expertise in-house

‒ Network streamlining well underway, transfer of customer database to nearby store to protect revenues

‒ Driving omni-channel strategy including entrance into fast-growing Chinese market and broader roll-out of webstores
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CI segment – Key financials

► Negative sales impact from pandemic and voluntary field action – Mitigation measures progressing

1H 2019/20 1H 2020/21

CHF m
∆ % 

in CHF
∆ % 

in LC CHF m
∆ % 

in CHF
∆ % 

in LC

Sales 132.2 +20.9% +22.3% 83.1 -37.2% -33.8%

∆ organic 24.3 +22.3% -44.7 -33.8%

∆ FX -1.4 -1.3% -4.4 -3.3%

EBITA (adj.) 8.9 +15.3% +37.5% -10.1 NM NM

EBITA margin 6.7% -40bps +90bps -12.2% NM NM

‒ Slower market recovery as hospitals continue to operate at reduced surgical volumes and audiology counselling capacity

‒ Continued headwind from February 2020 voluntary field corrective action

‒ Increased customer engagement through virtual interactions both 1:1 and in larger groups – supporting customer confidence

‒ Decisive steps taken to adapt cost to lower volume and to realize structural cost improvements

Note: adj. refers to figures adjusted for restructuring costs and damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics
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CI segment – Sales by product groups

► Both system and upgrade sales strongly affected by reduced hospital capacity for elective procedures

1H 2019/20 1H 2020/21

CHF m ∆ % in LC CHF m ∆ % in LC

Cochlear implant systems 98.6 +23.0% 60.6 -35.4%

Upgrades and accessories 33.6 +20.1% 22.5 -29.1%

Total  CI segment 132.2 +22.3% 83.1 -33.8%

System sales: 

‒ Sharp decline due to field corrective action and postponement of elective surgeries due to the pandemic

‒ YOY growth performance affected by strong sales increase in the prior year period

Upgrade sales:

‒ Upgrade volumes affected by reduced audiology counselling capacity as hospitals focused on COVID-19 patients
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Sonova Group – Operating free cash flow (OpFCF)

► Strong OpFCF reflecting lower taxes paid, strict CAPEX control and PY collections effect 

48.6

20.0

0

240

280

320

-16.2
-65.6

Income
taxes paid

1H 19/20
OpFCF

268.5

Depreciation & Amortization

-2.5
252.8

∆ NWC &
Other items

CAPEX 1H 20/21
OpFCF

Profit before tax

Growth
components

-0.9% +7.4% -5.8%-24.4%+18.1%-6.0%

in CHF million
PY receivables 

collection catch-up of 
CHF 86m

Use of tax payment 
term prolongations 
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Sonova Group – Balance sheet

► Working capital well under control, strong cash position to ensure ample liquidity throughout the pandemic

CHF m 30 Sep 2019 30 Sep 2020 Comments

Days sales outstanding (DSO) 58 58 ‒ Strong collection management throughout the pandemic

Days inventory outstanding (DIO) 130 137 ‒ Increase driven by product lifecycle (Paradise launch)
‒ Targeted stock increases to mitigate supply chain risks

Capital employed 3,008.2 2,712.3 ‒ Stable vs. March 31, 2020

ROCE (pre IFRS 16)

ROCE (post IFRS 16)

20.6%
n/a

19.2%
17.4%

‒ Reflecting profit development

Net debt 755.8 424.8 ‒ Driven by positive free cash flow and stock dividend
‒ Solid cash position further expanded through bond 

issues and US private placement together totaling    CHF 
1 billion to mitigate market uncertainties

Net debt/EBITDA (pre IFRS 16)

Net debt/EBITDA (post IFRS 16)

0.7x
n/a

0.3x
0.6x

Note: DSO and DIO calculated on a 90 day basis
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Guidance for 2H & FY 2020/21

► Paradise & strong commercial execution helping to offset limited temporary lockdowns

Considerations for 2H & FY 2020/21

‒ Guidance considers a limited temporary impact from the recent rise in infection rates and re-tightening of lockdown restrictions

‒ Positive market reception of Phonak Paradise and strong commercial execution helping to offset short-term market headwinds

‒ Continued gradual market recovery expected after current impact from the reacceleration of the pandemic is over

‒ Reflecting November FX rates, reported sales and EBITA growth are expected to be reduced by 5 and 10%-pts respectively in FY 2020/21

Actual
1H 2020/21

Guidance
2H 2020/21

Implied guidance
FY 2020/21

Sales growth in LC -20.9% +4% to +8% -6% to -8%

adj. EBITA growth* in LC -28.5% +20% to 30% ~0%

* EBITA guidance excludes restructuring costs in both FY 2019/20 and FY 2020/21, damages awarded in patent infringement lawsuit to Advanced Bionics in FY 2020/21 as well as one-time costs related to the voluntary 
field corrective action in the CI segment in FY 2019/20
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Sonova action plan during the pandemic

► Decisive measures taken to address the pandemic – Focus has shifted to driving sales in the rebound

Protecting the core

Health & safety

Drive rebound

‒ Increased # of touchpoints & support of customers through virtual interactions

‒ Launched new platforms: Unitron Discover Next (Jun) & Phonak Paradise (Aug)

‒ Reinvented product launch and customer training during COVID-19

‒ Continued investments in product development as planned

‒ Ramp-up lead generation to attract new consumers to our AC network

‒ Protect cash flow and liquidity

‒ Implement strict cost containment measures

‒ Maximize revenues by offering alternative channels of interaction to customers

‒ Extensive hygiene measures and usage of protective equipment

‒ Physical distancing measures incl. broad implementation of home office and 
increased separation in operations

‒ Proactive safety measures to allow consumer interactions in store
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Sonova Group – FX impact on sales and margins

► USD and EUR account for roughly two thirds of the overall FX exposure

USD/CHF EUR/CHF

Rate Sales EBITA

USD/CHF +/- 5% +/- CHF 39 million +/- CHF 14 million

EUR/CHF +/- 5% +/- CHF 49 million +/- CHF 22 million
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Sonova Group – Sales by currency and FX rates

► Seven main currencies account for around 83% of Group sales

USD

EUR

GBP, CAD, 
BRL, AUD 
and JPY

Other 1H-19/20 1H-20/21
Effect

1H-20/21 2H-19/20 FY-19/20
Spot

Nov-2020

USD 0.99 0.94 – 0.98 0.99 0.91

EUR 1.11 1.07 – 1.08 1.10 1.08

GBP 1.25 1.19 – 1.26 1.25 1.20

CAD 0.75 0.69 – 0.74 0.74 0.70

AUD 0.69 0.65 – 0.66 0.67 0.66

BRL 0.25 0.18 – 0.23 0.24 0.17

JPY 100 0.92 0.88 – 0.90 0.91 0.87


